
Hale and carter
Yeah
We da best
All I do is boat boat boat no matter what 
Got the caravel on my mind, I can never sail enough
Every time Columbus steps in the building 
Everybody yells America 
Because he went there
And he stayed there
And he went back 
To it tal ly ly ly
Cause all he does is sail sail sail 
And if you wanna sail, the.get on the boat and stay there
We going in on the inca
Cuz they were defeated and the Spanish won't stop now
Keep your potatoes growin, and keep em the ground
For the Incas that didn't make it we flourished in 1572
I terrace there, that's what they saying, Carter's back
Blame it on Columbia, the inca stay in Ecuador 
And I live in Bolivia, I also live in Argentina 
My hands go up and down like central chile flows
My Hudson still be boatin. Tight like the Hudson River
Last time on the England now I'm on the Hudson version
Ain't never stop exploring
Y'all better keep on going
We got hernando back, from Mexico you know it
He Making moolloh every year, the Spain champion
Cause all I do all i, all I, all i, 
Alli do is trade
All I do is boat boat boat no matter what
Got Magellan on my mind I can never get enough 
And when I made it to America 
Everybody yells Portugal 
And they say it again 
And say it again 
And they say it again
Portugal, Portugal 
Cause all he did was boat boat boat 
And if you wann boat , hop on cuz it has a rudder
Swerving with Cortes 
Head on a swivel 
You know we findin Mexico co
Clean as a whistle as I pull into my Spain do
Diseases plants animals came here, say oh boy!
Technology back it up, my computer and my iPhone
That's for line of demarcation a temporary geopolitical boarder



Ask you what u laughing at 
Represent that explorer life
Circumnavigate yeah sail around the world
We Columbia exchange with a wide spread transfer
We sailed the northwestern passage a water route from Atlantic to the pacific
All we do is explore 
Carter and hale out


